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Although there are many illegal immigrants and contraband that are able to make it into the U. To top it all off
our Intelligence and Federal Law Enforcement agencies were too compartmentalized and were not sharing the
information that need should have been shared. The DHS defends the Nation, its resources and its citizens
against threats by using national risk management which decreases strategic risk against the homeland U. It
went through the enactment of hundreds of statutes and regulations, substantial changes in policy initiatives,
the most massive governmental reorganization since , and brought the new business of homeland security to
the face of American awareness. Creating and managing agency budgets is a complicated process. The United
States of America has the most diverse range of immigrants that come from all over the world in order to find
a better life for themselves or their families. Created in November of and concepted just two weeks after the
attacks, the DHS focuses in five goals; prevent terrorism and enhance security, secure and manage the borders,
enforce and administer immigration laws, safeguard and secure cyberspace, and ensure resilience to disasters I
hope to inform people as to why we constantly live in fear. It is not clear how these color-coded alerts can in
any way prevent terrorism. The rest of the "bureaucratic pieces do not belong in an organization designed to
protect the nation from terrorism" Light  Its job is to maintain the security of all Americans and prevent any
group of people i. Precautionary principle at times may actually cause additional dangers because of
unintended consequences of risk prevention. Transportation Security Administration research papers look into
the agency of the U. The backlog for permanent resident applications in pending status is approximately 1.
The Department of Homeland Security is the third largest cabinet department, only after the Department of
Defense and the Department of Veterans Affairs. Common language is a small portion of what it takes to
minimize intentional or collateral damage resulting from terrorist attacks and hurricanes alike If this happened
a passenger would have the choice to get a pat down or get screened by the 2 Backscatter x-ray machine.
Department of Homeland Security deports more than 1 million nonresident aliens annually, including about ,
to , "formal removals. Risk management plays and integral role in homeland security. The Health, Safety, and
Welfare of the People of the United States The health, safety and welfare of the people represents the state in
the soundness of this nation. They employ many people from different fields since they need overall
intelligence on things.


